
 

Attack and defense in the microverse: How
small RNA molecules regulate viral infections
of bacteria

April 4 2024, by Ute Schönfelder

  
 

  

View of a petri dish with cholera bacteria (Vibrio cholerae). Credit: Jens
Meyer/University of Jena

Viruses need hosts. Whether it's measles, the flu or coronavirus, viral
pathogens cannot multiply or infect other organisms without the
assistance of their hosts' cellular infrastructure. However, humans are
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not the only ones affected by viruses: animals, plants and even
microorganisms can all serve as hosts.

Viruses that use bacteria as host cells are called bacteriophages (or
simply "phages" for short) and are thought to be the most abundant
biological entities of all. Just as the human immune system springs into
action to resist a flu or coronavirus infection, bacteria do not simply
allow phages to infiltrate their cellular machinery without a fight.

A research team at the University of Jena and its Cluster of Excellence
"Balance of the Microverse" has examined in detail the complex
interaction of attack and defense strategies when cholera-causing
bacteria (Vibrio cholerae) are infected with a bacteriophage known as
VP882—and discovered that tiny RNA molecules play a decisive role.
The researchers' findings have been published in the latest issue of the
journal Cell Host & Microbe.

From harmless housemate to cunning kidnapper

There are two ways in which phages can multiply after infecting
bacteria: either as invisible passengers, hidden in the bacteria's genetic
material, or as cunning kidnappers, multiplying in vast numbers in 
bacterial cells without regard for potential losses and, ultimately,
destroying the cells. Which method a phage adopts depends on whether
sufficient numbers of other host cells are available in the immediate
environment to provide shelter.

But how do phages determine this? "They rely on a chemical counting
mechanism that bacteria use to identify other members of their species,"
explains Prof. Dr. Kai Papenfort of the University of Jena, who headed
up the project.

Known as "quorum sensing," this method uses signal molecules that are
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produced by bacteria and released into their surroundings. At the same
time, the bacteria monitor the concentration of these molecules using
specific receptors, thereby gaining information about the size of their
current population.

"The phages' trick essentially involves 'listening in' to this chemical
communication between bacteria," says Papenfort.
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Graphical Abstract. Credit: Cell Host & Microbe (2024). DOI:
10.1016/j.chom.2024.03.010

In their experiments, the Jena researchers examined what happens to the
phages and bacteria once the bacteria emit their quorum sensing signals.
"We have observed that 99% of bacteria are destroyed within 60
minutes, in which time the phages take control," reports Dr. Marcel
Sprenger, the lead author of the article.

The team discovered that this switchover is controlled by tiny RNA
molecules, one of which is called "VpdS" (VP882 phage-derived sRNA).
"As soon as the phages receive the chemical signal from the bacteria,
this RNA is produced in high quantities," says Sprenger.

How bacteria fight back against viruses

In order to find out precisely which genes are regulated by VpdS, the
team adopted a comprehensive, technological approach and infected
bacteria cultures with both VP882 phages and genetically modified
phages unable to produce VpdS.

Applying a method known as "RNA interaction by ligation and
sequencing," the researchers were able to identify the interactions
between all RNA molecules in the bacteria cultures at different times.
"This not only gave us insights into which genes are active, it also
showed how they interact," says Papenfort.

This method enabled the researchers to examine the genes of the phages
as well as those of the host bacteria. As a result, the researchers gained
extensive insights into the changes that occurred both during and after 
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quorum sensing. "We were able to demonstrate that VpdS regulates
phage genes as well as genes of the host, which effectively explains the
destruction of bacterial cells," says Papenfort.

However, the researchers have been able to deduce further relationships
from the data they collected. For example, bacteria also have genes that,
when activated by a chemical signal, fight back against the phages'
propagation and thereby counteract their own destruction.

According to Papenfort, this aspect is particularly interesting. "We can
see these as the precursors to the immune systems in higher organisms.
Bacteria have many genes that protect them against viruses." Given that
these genes are also present in higher organisms, the researchers surmise
that RNA molecules could also play an important role in their regulation.

  More information: Small RNAs direct attack and defence
mechanisms in a quorum sensing phage and its host, Cell Host & Microbe
(2024). DOI: 10.1016/j.chom.2024.03.010. www.cell.com/cell-host-
microbe … 1931-3128(24)00090-8
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